The optical properties of one-dimensional photonic crystals with Er 2 O 3 /Si structure are designed and calculated by Finite-Difference Time-Domain method. The influence of different thickness and reflectivity on the radiation properties were studied. It was found that the radiation spectral intensity at high temperatures was drastically reduced near the wavelength of 1.8 μm for a 40% Er 2 O 3 + 60% Al 2 O 3 sample due to the strong oscillations of the reflectance.
Introduction
There is a surge of scientific interest in improving the efficiency of solar cells. Studies have shown that [1] [2] [3] there is a main factor that causes the energy loss of solar cells. The light absorbed by the solar cells whose energy are lower than its gap can not produce electron-hole pairs. In order to improve the efficiency of solar cells, the light absorption range of the battery may be expanded the infrared range. The thermal photovoltaic (TPV) power generation system absorbs infrared light from the emitter and converts it into electrical energy. It can provide stable energy regardless of the weather [3, 4] .
Since the light of the thermal photovoltaic cells comes from the emitter, the luminous performance of the emitters directly affects the photoelectric conversion efficiency of the whole system. By improving the emissivity of the emitter and adjusting the emission spectrum, the main luminescence band can match that of the thermal photovoltaic cell. In this way, the efficiency of the thermal photovoltaic power generation system can be greatly improved [5] . The traditional thermal emitters are graphite, silicon carbide, silicon nitride and so on. Although the preparation of these existing materials is mature and luminous efficiency is very high , the radiation spectra of these materials belong to the gray body radiation whose distribution spectral is very wide. So the photoelectric conversion efficiency is not high. Recently, the concept of selective emitters has been proposed. The biggest difference between the selective emitter and the gray body emission is that the emission spectrum of selective emitter is mainly concentrated in one or several bands. If the response spectrum of the light-emitting and thermal PV cells can match well, high efficiency heat can be obtained for the photovoltaic power generation system [5] .
Rare earth elements are active due to the 4f and 5s/5p electron orbital configurations, which can produce a wide variety of radiation absorption and emission. Rare earth material has a strong ability to absorb light and its emission spectrum is narrow. These advantages determine that it can be an emitter of a thermal PV system [6] . In 1972, Guazzoni et [7] reported high temperature emission spectrum of erbium, samarium, neodymium, ytterbium and other rare earth oxide ceramics [7] . Among them, Er 2 O 3 is a kind of ideal emitter which has a high melting point, whose photon energy produced by electron transition is 0.805eV (1540nm) that match the gap of Ge (The band gap is 0.661 eV) and GaSb (The band gap is 0.726 eV). And, reports about physical properties of thermal photovoltaic cells for Er 2 O 3 as selective emitter material is still quite few.
With the rapid development of micro-nanotechnology, it was found that when the microstructure of the material surface is close to the wavelength of light, this microstructure will affect the radiation characteristics of the material. Then, the selective radiator selective radiator with a periodic microstructures were proposed. The periodic microstructured selective radiator can be divided into one-dimensional, two-dimensional and three-dimensional ones. A typical one-dimensional microstructured selective heat radiator is made by stacking which are easy to combine with other devices, whose spectral control only rely on its band gap.
Calculation method
Finite-Difference Time-Domain (FDTD) was established in 1966 whose core idea is to convert the Maxwell's equation into a differential form , simulate the electron pulse and The time domain response of an ideal conductor. It is known as the most concerned and the most fashionable algorithm in the current electromagnetic field, but it also continue to develop and improve.
Finite-Difference Time-Domain (FDTD) method is to differentiate the Maxwell's equation in time and space. It can directly simulate the distribution of the field with high accuracy.
The microstructured selective radiator was made of two materials with different refractive index. So, Si and Er 2 O 3 were chosen here. The gap is formed when radiation wave incident on this microstructure. The wavelength formula in the microstructure can be shown in Equation (1) and (2). 
According to the above equations, the radiation in the range of λ 1 ~ λ 2 will be reflected and will have multiple values. So the reflection band will have multiple wave ranges. As the denominator value becomes larger, the corresponding reflected band will move to the smaller wavelength region, and the distance between λ 1 and λ 2 will become smaller. According to formula (3), g ∆ can be obtained.
Results and discussion
As the current widely used PV battery is GdSb battery, its forbidden band width is 0.72eV, the is five cycles which is shown in Fig. 1 . It can be seen from Figure 1 that the reflectivity in range of 1.8 to 2.5 microns is above 0.94, which indicate that the structure forms a gap this range of 1.8 to 2.5 microns, and the reflected wave interference with the surface of the microstructure . Figure 2 shows the effect the four, five, six, and seven cycles of the Si / Er 2 O 3 microstructures on the gap. The reflectivity is close to 1 in the gap band when the number of cycles reaches six. The more the number of cycles causes the more oscillations in the nonblocking zone. The number of different cycles does not affect the position of the band, which is consistent with the number of cycles in the above formula for calculating the band. It is known that to form a high reflective interference needs a sufficient number of cycle structure. And the more the cycle numbers the more the difficulty in the process of actual preparation. According to the result shown in figure 2 , the sixth cycle meets the requirements. So in the following analysis it will be based on the six cycle structures. From the figure it is found that the there is a clear cut-off area at 1.8μm, 2.0μm, 2.2μm if the samples combined withmicrostructures. Therefore, the microstructures can reduce the radiation outside the characteristic wavelength.
Conclusions
In conclusion, by Finite-Difference Time-Domain method, the optical properties of one-dimensional photonic crystals with Er 2 O 3 /Si structure are designed and calculated. It was found that the radiation spectral intensity at high temperatures was drastically reduced near the wavelength of 1.8 μm for a 40% Er 2 O 3 + 60% Al 2 O 3 sample due to the strong oscillations of the reflectance in the microstructures.
